Abstract. Timed automata (TAs) are a widely used formalism to specify systems having temporal requirements. However, exactly specifying the system may be difficult, as the user may not know the exact clock constraints triggering state transitions. In this work, we assume the user already specified a TA, and (s)he wants to validate it against an oracle that can be queried for acceptance. Under the assumption that the user only wrote wrong guard transitions (i. e., the structure of the TA is correct), the search space for the correct TA can be represented by a Parametric Timed Automaton (PTA), i. e., a TA in which some constants are parametrized. The paper presents a process that (i) abstracts the initial (faulty) TA tainit in a PTA pta; (ii) generates some test data (i. e., timed traces) from pta; (iii) assesses the correct evaluation of the traces with the oracle; (iv) uses the IMITATOR tool for synthesizing some constraints ϕ on the parameters of pta; (v) instantiate from ϕ a TA tarep as final repaired model. Experiments show that the approach is successfully able to partially repair the initial design of the user.
Introduction
Timed automata (TA) [AD94] represent a widely used formalism for modeling and verifying concurrent timed systems. A common usage is to develop a TA describing the running system and then apply analysis techniques to it (e. g., [BY03] ). However, exactly specifying the system under analysis may be difficult, as the user may not know the exact clock constraints that trigger state transitions, or may perform errors at design time. Therefore, validating the produced This is the author (and slightly extended) version of the manuscript of the same name published in the proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Tests and Proofs (TAP 2019) . This version contains some additional explanations and all proofs. The published version is available at springer.com. This work is partially supported by ERATO HASUO Metamathematics for Systems Design Project (No. JPMJER1603), JST and by the ANR national research program PACS (ANR-14-CE28-0002).
TA against the real system is extremely important to be sure that we are analyzing a faithful representation of the system. Different testing techniques have been proposed for timed automata, based on different coverage criteria as, e. g., transition coverage [SVD01] and fault-based coverage [AJT15; ALN13], and they can be used for TA validation. However, once some failing tests have been identified, it remains the problem of detecting and removing (repair) the fault from the TA under validation. How to do this in an automatic way is challenging. One possible solution could be to use mutation-based approaches [AJT15; ALN13] in which mutants are considered as possible repaired versions of the original TA; however, due to the continuous nature of timed automata, the number of possible mutants (i. e., repair actions) is too big also for small TAs and, therefore, such approaches do not appear to be feasible. We here propose to use a symbolic representation of the possible repaired TAs and we reduce the problem of repairing to finding an assignment of this symbolic representation.
Contribution In this work, we address the problem of testing/validating TAs under the assumption that only clock guards may be wrong, that is, we assume that the structure (states and transitions) is correct. Moreover, we assume to have an oracle that we can query for acceptance of timed traces, but whose internal structure is unknown: this oracle can be a Web-service, a medical device, a protocol, etc. In order to symbolically represent the search space of possible repaired TAs, we use the formalism of parametric timed automata (PTAs) [AHV93] as an abstraction to represent all possible behaviors under all possible clock guards.
We propose a framework for automatic repair of TAs that takes as input a TA ta init to repair and an oracle. The process works as follows:
1. starting from ta init , we build a PTA pta where to look for the repaired TA; 2. we build a symbolic representation of the language accepted by pta in terms of an extended parametric zone graph EPZG; 3. we then generate some test data TD from EPZG; 4. we assess the correct evaluation of TD by querying the oracle, so building the test suite TS ; 5. we feed the tests TS to the IMITATOR [And+12] tool that finds some constraints ϕ that restrict pta only to those TAs that correctly evaluate all the tests in TS ; 6. as the number of TAs that are correct repairs may be infinite, we try to obtain, using a constraint solver based on local search, the TA ta rep closest to the initial TA ta init . Note that trying to modify as less as possible the initial TA is reasonable if we assume the competent programmer hypothesis [Pap+18] .
In order to evaluate the feasibility of the approach, we have performed some preliminary experiments showing that the approach is able to (partially) repair a faulty TA.
Outline The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains the definitions we need in our approach. Then Section 3 presents the process we propose that combines model abstraction, test generation, constraint generation, and constraint solving. Section 4 describes experiments we performed to evaluate our process. Finally, Section 5 reviews some related work, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
Definitions

Timed words and languages
A timed word [AD94] over an alphabet of actions Σ is a possibly infinite sequence of the form
A timed language is a (possibly infinite) set of timed words.
Clocks, parameters and guards
We assume a set X = {x 1 , . . . , x H } of clocks, i. e., real-valued variables that evolve at the same rate. A clock valuation is a function µ : X → R ≥0 . We write 0 for the clock valuation assigning 0 to all clocks.
We assume a set P = {p 1 , . . . , p M } of parameters, i. e., unknown constants. A parameter valuation v is a function v : P → Q + . We assume ∈ {<, ≤, =, ≥, >}. A clock guard g is a constraint over X∪P defined by a conjunction of inequalities of the form x 1≤i≤M α i p i + d, with p i ∈ P, and α i , d ∈ Z. Given g, we write µ |= v(g) if the expression obtained by replacing each x with µ(x) and each p with v(p) in g evaluates to true.
Parametric timed automata
Parametric timed automata (PTAs) extend timed automata with parameters within guards and invariants in place of integer constants [AHV93] .
Definition 1 (PTA).
A PTA A is a tuple A = (Σ, L, 0 , F, X, P, I, E), where:
1. Σ is a finite set of actions, 2. L is a finite set of locations, 3. 0 ∈ L is the initial location, 4. F ⊆ L is the set of accepting locations, 5. X is a finite set of clocks, 6. P is a finite set of parameters, 7. I is the invariant, assigning to every ∈ L a clock guard I( ), 8. E is a finite set of edges e = ( , g, a, R, ) where , ∈ L are the source and target locations, a ∈ Σ, R ⊆ X is a set of clocks to be reset, and g is a clock guard.
Given e = ( , g, a, R, ), we define Act(e) = a. Given a parameter valuation v, we denote by v(A) the non-parametric structure where all occurrences of a parameter p i have been replaced by v(p i ). We denote as a timed automaton any such structure v(A), by assuming a rescaling of the constants: by multiplying all constants in v(A) by the least common multiple of their denominators, we obtain an equivalent (integer-valued) TA, as defined in [AD94] .
Synchronized product of PTAs The synchronous product (using strong broadcast, i. e., synchronization on a given set of actions), or parallel composition, of several PTAs gives a PTA.
Definition 2 (synchronized product of PTAs). Let N ∈ N. Given a set of
, and a set of actions Σ s , the synchronized product of A i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N , denoted by A 1 Σs A 2 Σs · · · Σs A N , is the tuple (Σ, L, 0 , F, X, P, I, E), where:
and E is defined as follows. For all a ∈ Σ, let ζ a be the subset of indices i ∈ 1, . . . , N such that a ∈ Σ i . For all a ∈ Σ, for all
That is, synchronization is only performed on Σ s , and other actions are interleaved.
Concrete semantics of TAs Let us now recall the concrete semantics of TA.
Definition 3 (Concrete semantics of a TA). Given a PTA A = (Σ, L, 0 , F, X, P, I, E), and a parameter valuation v, the semantics of v(A) is given by the timed transition system (TTS) (S, s 0 , →), with
-→ consists of the discrete and (continuous) delay transition relations:
1. discrete transitions:
and there exists e = ( , g, a, R, ) ∈ E, such that µ = [µ] R , and µ |= v(g).
delay transitions: (
Moreover we write ( , µ) 
A run is maximal if it is infinite or cannot be extended by any discrete action. The (timed) language of a TA, denoted by L(v(A)), is the set of timed words associated with maximal runs of v(A). Given a state s = ( , µ), we say that s is reachable in v(A) if s appears in a run of v(A). By extension, we say that is reachable in v(A); and by extension again, given a set T of locations, we say that T is reachable if there exists ∈ T such that is reachable in v(A).
Example 2. Consider the TA A in Fig. 1a . Consider the following run ρ of A:
We write "x = 2.5" instead of "µ such that µ(x) = 2.5". The associated timed word is (a, 2.5)(c, 4.5).
Symbolic semantics
Let us now recall the symbolic semantics of PTAs (see e. g., [Hun+02; And+09; JLR15]).
Constraints
We first need to define operations on constraints. A linear term over X ∪ P is of the form 1≤i≤H α i x i + 1≤j≤M β j p j + d, with x i ∈ X, p j ∈ P, and α i , β j , d ∈ Z. A constraint C (i. e., a convex polyhedron) over X ∪ P is a conjunction of inequalities of the form lt 0, where lt is a linear term.
Given a parameter valuation v, v(C) denotes the constraint over X obtained by replacing each parameter p in C with v(p). Likewise, given a clock valuation µ, µ(v(C)) denotes the expression obtained by replacing each clock x in v(C) with µ(x). We say that v satisfies C, denoted by v |= C, if the set of clock valuations satisfying v(C) is nonempty. Given a parameter valuation v and a clock valuation µ, we denote by µ|v the valuation over X ∪ P such that for all clocks x, µ|v(x) = µ(x) and for all parameters p, µ|v(p) = v(p). We use the notation µ|v |= C to indicate that µ(v(C)) evaluates to true. We say that C is satisfiable if ∃µ, v s.t. µ|v |= C.
We define the time elapsing of C, denoted by C , as the constraint over X and P obtained from C by delaying all clocks by an arbitrary amount of time. That is, µ |v |= C iff ∃µ :
we define the reset of C, denoted by [C] R , as the constraint obtained from C by resetting the clocks in R, and keeping the other clocks unchanged. We denote by C↓ P the projection of C onto P, i. e., obtained by eliminating the variables not in P (e. g., using Fourier-Motzkin [Sch99] ). ⊥ denotes the constraint over P representing the empty set of parameter valuations.
Definition 4 (Symbolic semantics).
Given a PTA A = (Σ, L, 0 , F, X, P, I, E), the symbolic semantics of A is the labeled transition system called parametric zone graph PZG = (E, S, s 0 , ⇒),
That is, in the parametric zone graph, nodes are symbolic states, and arcs are labeled by edges of the original PTA. A symbolic state is a pair ( , C) where ∈ L is a location, and C its associated constraint called parametric zone. In the successor state computation in Definition 4, the constraint is intersected with the guard, clocks are reset, the resulting constraint is intersected with the target invariant, then time elapsing is applied, and finally intersected again with the target invariant. This graph is (in general) infinite and, in contrast to the zone graph of timed automata, no finite abstraction can be built for properties of interest; this can be put in perspective with the fact that most problems are undecidable for PTAs [And19] .
Example 3. Consider again the PTA A in Fig. 1b . The parametric zone graph of A is given in Fig. 2 , where e 1 is the edge from 1 to 2 in Fig. 1b , e 2 is the edge from 2 to 3 , e 3 is the edge from 1 to 4 , and e 4 is the edge from 4 to 5 . The inequalities of the form 0 ≤ x = y ≤ 4 come from the fact that clocks are initially both equal to 0, evolve at the same rate, and are constrained by the invariant. e3 e4 
Reachability synthesis
We will use reachability synthesis to solve the problem in Section 3.1. This procedure, called EFsynth, takes as input a PTA A and a set of target locations T , and attempts to synthesize all parameter valuations v for which T is reachable in v(A). EFsynth(A, T ) was formalized in e. g., [JLR15] and is a procedure that traverses the parametric zone graph of A; EFsynth may not terminate (because of the infinite nature of the graph), but computes an exact result (sound and complete) if it terminates.
Example 4. Consider again the PTA A in Fig. 1b .
Intuitively, this corresponds to all parameter constraints in the parametric zone graph in Fig. 2 associated to symbolic states with location 5 (there is a single such state).
We finally recall the correctness of EFsynth.
Lemma 1 ([JLR15]
). Let A be a PTA, and let T be a subset of the locations of A. Assume EFsynth(A, T ) terminates with result ϕ. Then v |= ϕ iff T is reachable in v(A).
3 A repairing process using abstraction and testing
Problem
In this paper, we address the guard-repair problem of timed automata. Given a reference TA ta init and an oracle O knowing an unknown timed language T L, our goal is to modify ("repair") the timing constants in the clock guards of A such that the repaired automaton matches the timed language T L. The setting assumes that the oracle O can be queried for acceptance of timed words by T L; that is, O can decide whether a timed word belongs to T L, but the internal structure of the object leading to T L (e. g., an unknown timed automaton) is unknown. This setting makes practical sense when testing black-box systems.
guard-repair problem: Input: an initial TA ta init , an unknown timed language T L Problem: Repair the constants in the clock guards of ta init so as to obtain a TA ta rep such that L(ta rep ) = T L While the ultimate goal is to solve this problem, in practice the best we can hope for is to be as close as possible to the unknown oracle TA, notably due to the undecidability of language equivalence of timed automata [AD94] (e. g., if T L was generated by another TA). 
/* Tests that must be accepted */ 2 MBR ← {w | (w, false) ∈ TS }; /* Tests that must be rejected */ 3 return w∈MBA ReplayTW(pta, w) ∧ w∈MBR ¬ReplayTW(pta, w)
Overview of the method
From now on, we describe the process we propose to automatically repair an initial timed automaton ta init . Fig. 3 describes the approach:
Step a PTA pta is generated starting from the initial TA ta init .
Step the extended parametric zone graph EPZG (an extension of PZG) is built.
Step a test generation algorithm generates relevant test data TD from EPZG.
Step TD is evaluated using the oracle, therefore building the test suite TS .
Step some constraints ϕ are generated, restricting pta to the TAs that evaluate correctly the generated tests TS .
Step one possible TA satisfying the constraints ϕ is obtained.
Algorithm 1 formalizes steps -for which we can provide some theoretical guarantees (i. e., the non-emptiness of the returned valuation set, and its inclusion of T L). For step , instead, different approaches could be adopted: in the paper, we discuss a possible one. We emphasize that, with the exception of
Step , our process is entirely automated. We describe each phase in details in the following sections.
Step : Abstraction
Starting from the initial ta init , through abstraction, the user obtains a PTA pta that generalizes ta init in all the parts that can be possibly changed in order to repair ta init (line 1 in Algorithm 1). For instance, a clock guard with a constant value can be parametrized. Therefore, pta represents the set of all the TAs that can be obtained when repairing ta init . pta is built on the base of the domain knowledge of the developer who has a guess of the clock guards that may be faulty.
Example 5. Consider again the TA in Fig. 1a . A possible abstraction of this TA is the PTA in Fig. 1b , where we chose to abstract some of the timing constants with parameters. Note that not all timing constants must necessarily be substituted with parameters; also note that a same parameter can be used in different places (this is the case of p 3 ).
Assumption We define below an important assumption for our method; we will discuss in Section 3.10 how to lift it.
Assumption 1 We here assume that pta is a correct abstraction, i. e., it contains a TA that precisely models the oracle. That is, there exists v O such that
Note that this assumption is trivially valid if faults lay in the clock guards (which is the setting of this work), and if all constants used in clock guards are turned to parameters.
3.4
Step : construction of the extended parametric zone graph
Starting from pta, we build a useful representation of its computations in terms of an extended parametric zone graph EPZG (line 2 in Algorithm 1). This original data structure will be used for test generation. In the following, we describe how we build EPZG from PZG.
We extend the parametric zone graph PZG with the two following pieces of information:
the parameter constraint characterizing each symbolic state: from a state ( , C), the parameter constraint is C↓ P and gives the exact set of parameter valuations for which there exists an equivalent concrete run in the automaton. That is, a state ( , C) is reachable in v(A) iff v |= C (see [JLR15] for details). 
the minimum and maximum arrival times: that is, we compute the minimum (m i ) and maximum (M i ) over all possible parameter valuations of the possible absolute times reaching this symbolic state.
While the construction of the first information is standard, the second one is original to our work and requires more explanation. We build for each state a (possibly unbounded) interval that encodes the absolute minimum and maximum arrival time. This can be easily obtained from the parametric zone graph by adding an extra clock never reset (that encodes the absolute time), and projecting the obtained constrained on this extra clock, thus giving minimum and maximum times over all possible parameter valuations.
Example 6. Consider again the PTA A in Fig. 1b and its parametric zone graph in Fig. 2 . The parameter constraints associated to each of the symbolic states, and the possible absolute reachable times, are given in Table 1 .
Remark 1. If all locations of the original PTA contain an invariant with at least one inequality of the form x p or x d, with ∈ {<, ≤}, and if the parameters are bounded, then the maximum arrival time in each symbolic state will always be finite. Note that this condition is not fulfilled in Example 6 because 2 features an invariant x ≤ p 3 , with p 3 unbounded, thus allowing to remain arbitrarily long in 2 for an arbitrarily large value of p 3 . Therefore, the arrival time in 3 is x abs ∈ [4, ∞).
3.5
Step : Test data generation
Starting from EPZG, we generate some test data (line 3 in Algorithm 1) in terms of timed words.
Constructing timed words We use the minimal and maximum arrival times in the abstract PTA to generate test data. That is, we will notably use the boundary information, i. e., runs close to the fastest and slowest runs, to try to discover the actual timing guards of the oracle. The procedure to generate a timed word from the EPZG is as follows: 1. Pick a run s 0 e 0 s 1 · · · . . . s n from EPZG.
Construct the timed word (a
, where a i = Act(e i ) and d i belongs to the interval of reachable times associated with symbolic state s i+1 , for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Note that, depending on the policy (see below), we sometimes choose on purpose valuations outside of the reachable times.
Given an EPZG, we generate, for each finite path of the EPZG up to a given depth K, one timed word. In order to chose a timed word from a (symbolic) path of the EPZG, we identified different policies.
and m i and M i are the minimum and maximum arrival times of the symbolic state.
Example 7. Consider again the PTA A in Fig. 1b and its parametric zone graph in Fig. 2 together with reachable times in Table 1 . Pick the run s 1 e 3 s 4 e 4 s 5 . First note that Act(e 3 ) = a and Act(e 4 ) = c. According to Table 1, the reachable times associated with s 4 are (0, 4] while those associated with s 5 are (1, 6]. Therefore, a possible timed word generated with P ±1 is (a, 1)(c, 5). Note that this timed word does not belong to the TA to be repaired (Fig. 1a) because of the guard x > 2; however, it does belong to an instance TA of Fig. 1b for a sufficiently small value of p 2 (namely v(p 2 ) < 1). We will see later that such tests are tagged as failing.
Step : Test labeling
Then, every test sequence in TD is checked against the oracle in order to label it as accepted or not (line 4 in Algorithm 1), therefore the test suite TS ; a test case in TS is a pair (w, O(w)), being w a timed word, and O(w) the evaluation of the oracle, i. e., O(w) is defined as a Boolean the value of which is w ∈ T L.
5
A test case fails if ta init (w) = O(w), i. e., the initial TA and the oracle timed language disagree. Note that, if is no test case fails, ta init is considered correct 6 and the process terminates.
In different settings, different oracles can be used. In this work, we assume that the oracle is the real system of which we want to build a faithful representation; the system is black-box, and it can only be queried for acceptance of timed words. In another setting, the oracle could be the user who can easily assess which words should be accepted, and wants to validate their initial design. Of course, the type of oracle also determines how many test data we can provide for assessment: while a real implementation can be queried a lot (modulo the time budget and the execution time of a single query), a human oracle usually can evaluate only few tests.
3.7
Step : Generating constraints from timed words Given the test suite TS , our approach generates constraints ϕ that restrict pta to only those TAs that correctly evaluate the tests (line 5 in Algorithm 1).
In this section, we explain how to "replay a timed word", i. e., given a PTA A, how to synthesize the exact set of parameter valuations v for which a finite timed word belongs to the timed language of v(A). Replaying a timed word is close to two undecidable problems for PTAs: i) the reachability of a location is undecidable for PTAs [AHV93] , and therefore this result trivially extends to the reachability of a single action; ii) the emptiness of the set of valuations for which the set of untimed words is the same as a given valuation is undecidable for PTAs [AM15] (where a proof is given even for a unique untimed word). Nevertheless, computing the set of parameter valuations for which a given finite timed word belongs to the timed language can be done easily by exploring a small part of the symbolic state space. Replaying a timed word is also very close to the ReplayTrace procedure in [AL17] where we synthesized valuations corresponding to a trace, i. e., a timed word without the time information-which is decidable.
From timed words to timed automata First, we convert the timed word into a (non-parametric) timed automaton. This straightforward procedure was introduced in [AHW18] , and simply consists in converting a timed word of the form (a 1 , d 1 ), · · · , (a n , d n ) into a sequence of transitions labeled with a i and guarded with x abs = d i (where x abs measures the absolute time, i. e., is an extra clock never reset). Let TW2PTA denote this procedure. Synchronized product and synthesis The second part of step consists in performing the synchronized product of TW2PTA(w) and A, and calling EFsynth on the resulting PTA with the last location of the timed word as the target of EFsynth. Let ReplayTW(pta, w) denote the entire procedure of synthesizing the valuations associated that make a timed word possible.
Example 9. Consider again the PTA A in Fig. 1b and the timed word (a, 0.5)(c, 5) translated to a (P)TA in Fig. 4 . The result of EFsynth applied to the synchronized product of these two PTAs with { TW 2 } as target location set is
This set indeed represents all possible valuations for which (a, 0.5)(c, 5) is a run of the automaton. Note that the result can be non-convex. If we now consider the simpler timed word (a, 3), then the result of ReplayTW(A, w) becomes
This comes from the fact that the action a can correspond to either e 1 (from 1 to 2 ) or e 3 (from 1 to 4 ) in Fig. 1b .
Remark 2. Despite the non-guarantee of termination of the general EFsynth procedure, ReplayTW not only always terminates, but is also very efficient in practice: indeed, it only explores the part of the PTA corresponding to the sequence of (timed) transitions imposed by the timed word. This comes from the fact that we take the synchronized product of A with TW2PTA(w), the latter PTA being linear and finite. (Recall that there are no silent transitions " " in our setting.)
Lemma 2. Let pta be a PTA, and w be a timed word. Then ReplayTW(pta, w) terminates.
Proof. From the definition of the synchronous product (Definition 2), the composition of TW2PTA(w) Σ pta will only allow the transitions shared by both the timed word and the original PTA pta, thanks to the synchronization of the whole set of actions Σ. Although the PTA may contain cycles (and therefore yield an infinite state space), note that the timed word automaton TW2PTA(w) consists of a single sequence of transitions without any cycles. Therefore the composition TW2PTA(w) Σ pta will yield an acyclic automaton; this is true only because, in our setting, we do not allow silent (" ") transitions, that could create cycles in pta without synchronization with TW2PTA(w).
With an acyclic composed PTA, the PZG (and therefore the EPZG) will be trivially finite. As EFsynth relies on these structures, it will terminate. Therefore, ReplayTW terminates.
Correctness
We introduce a result assessing the capabilities of the proposed process.
Recall that Assumption 1 assumes that there exists a valuation v O such that L(v O (pta)) = T L. We show that, under Assumption 1, our resulting constraint is always non-empty and contains the valuation v O . Theorem 1. Let ϕ = Repair(ta init , O). Then ϕ = ⊥ and v O |= ϕ.
Proof. As a first remark, note that, if the test data generated are in finite number (line 3 in Algorithm 1), the algorithm Repair always terminates: a finite number of test cases lead to a finite calls to ReplayTW, and thanks to Lemma 2, these calls terminate.
Fix pta. Let us show that a timed word w belongs to the timed automaton v(pta) iff v |= ReplayTW(pta, w). Since EFsynth is called on the synchronized product of TW2PTA(w) and pta, then the timed word w is automatically a timed word of TW2PTA(w) Σ pta iff the last location (say n ) of TW2PTA(w) is reachable in TW2PTA(w) Σ pta.
Therefore, from Lemma 1, w is a timed word of TW2PTA(w) Σ pta iff v |= EFsynth(TW2PTA(w) Σ pta, n ). Now note that, due to the synchronous product between TW2PTA(w) and pta, we have that, for any word w and valuation v, w is a word of v(pta) iff w is a word of TW2PTA(w) Σ v(pta). Therefore w is a timed word of pta iff v |= EFsynth(TW2PTA(w) Σ pta, n ).
After these preliminary results, let us move to the main proof of Theorem 1. The result of Repair(ta init , O) is given by the conjunction of the results of ReplayTW called on the words accepted by the oracle with the conjunction of the negation of the results of ReplayTW called on the words rejected by the oracle. From the above reasoning, ϕ will contain all valuations v for which w is a timed word of v(pta) for each w ∈ MBA, and will contain all valuations v for which w is not a timed word of v(pta) for each w ∈ MBR. Therefore, by definition from the oracle and from Assumption 1, the result ϕ must contain at least v O .
Therefore, since from Assumption 1, v O exists, then trivially ϕ = ⊥.
3.9
Step : Instantiation of a repaired TA Any assignment satisfying ϕ characterizes a correct TA w.r.t. the generated tests in TS ; however, not all of them exactly capture the oracle behaviour. If the user wants to select one TA, (s)he can select one assignment v rep of ϕ, and use it to instantiate the final repaired TA ta rep . In order to select one possible assignment v rep , different strategies may be employed, on the base of the assumptions of the process. In this work, we assume the competent programmer hypothesis [Pap+18] that the developer produced an initial TA ta init close to be correct; therefore, we want to generate a final TA ta rep that is not too different from ta init . In particular, we assume that the developer did small mistakes on setting the values of the clock guards.
In order to find the closest values of the clock guards that respect the constraints, we exploit the local search capability of the constraint solver Choco [PFL17]:
1. we start from the observation that ta init is an instantiation of pta. We therefore select the parameter evaluation v init that generates ta init from pta, i. e., ta init = v init (pta); 2. we initialize Choco with v init ; Choco then performs a local search trying to find the assignment closest (according to a notion of distance defined later in Section 4) to v init , and that satisfies ϕ. 3.10 Discussing Assumption 1
Assumption 1 assumes that the user provides a PTA pta that contains the oracle. If this is not the case, the test generation phase (Section 3.7) may generate a negative test (i. e., not accepted by any instance of pta) that is instead accepted by the oracle or a positive test that is not accepted by the oracle; in this case, the constraints generation phase would produce an unsatisfiable constraint ϕ. In this case, the user should refine the abstraction by parameterizing some other clock guards, or by relaxing the constraints on some existing parameters. Moreover, it could be that the correct oracle has a different structure (additional states and transitions): as future work, we plan to apply other abstractions as CoPtA models [Lut+19] that allow to parametrize states and transitions.
Note that, even if the provided abstraction is wrong, our approach could still be able to refine it. In order to do this, we must avoid to use for constraint generation (step ) tests that produce unsatisfiable constraints. We use a greedy incremental version of GenConstraints in which ReplayTW is called incrementally: if the constraint generated for a test w is not compatible with the other constraints generated previously, then it is discarded; otherwise it is conjuncted. Fig. 5 shows a TA that we will use in the experiments as alternative oracle.
Experimental evaluation
In order to evaluate our approach, we selected some benchmarks from the literature to be used as initial TA ta init : the model of a coffee machine (CF) [ALN13] , of a car alarm system (CAS) [ALN13] , and the running case study (RE). For each benchmark model, Table 2 reports its number of locations and transitions.
The proposed approach requires that the developer, starting from ta init , provides an abstraction in terms of a PTA pta. For the experiments, as we do not have any domain knowledge, we took the most general case and we built pta by adding a parameter for each guard constant; the only optimization that we did is to use the same parameter when the same constant is used on entering and/or exiting transitions of the same location (as in Fig. 1b) .
In the approach, the oracle should be the real system that we can query for acceptance; in the experiments, the oracle is another TA ta o that we obtained by slightly changing some constants on the guards. The oracle has been built in a way that it is an instance of pta, following Assumption 1.
In order to measure how much a TA (either the initial one ta init or the final one ta rep ) is different from the oracle, we introduce a syntactic and a semantic measure, that provide different kinds of comparison with the oracle ta o .
Given a model ta, the oracle ta o , and a PTA pta having parameters p 1 , . . . , p n , let v and v o be the corresponding evaluations, i. e., ta = v(pta) and ta o = v o (pta). We define the syntactic distance of ta to the oracle as follows:
The syntactic distance roughly measures how much ta must be changed (under the constraints imposed by pta) in order to obtain ta o .
The semantic conformance, instead, tries to assess the distance between the languages accepted by ta and the oracle ta o . As the set of possible words is infinite, we need to select a representative set of test data TD SC ; to this aim, we generate, from ta init and ta o , sampled test data in the two TAs; moreover, we also add negative tests by extending the positive tests with one forbidden transition at the end. The semantic conformance is defined as follows: Table 2 also reports SD and SC of each benchmark ta init . Experiments have been executed on a Mac OS X 10.14, Intel Core i3, with 4 GiB of RAM. Code is implemented in Java, IMITATOR 2.11 "Butter Kouignamann" [And+12] is used for constraint generation, and Choco 4.10 for constraint solving. The code and the benchmarks are available at https://github. com/ERATOMMSD/repairTAsThroughAbstraction. Table 3 reports the experimental results. For each benchmark and each test generation policy (see Section 3.5), it reports the execution time (divided between the different phases), the total number of generated tests, the number of tests that fail on ta init , and SD and SC of the final TA ta rep .
Results
We now evaluate the approach answering the following research questions.
RQ1: Is the approach able to repair faulty TAs? We evaluate whether the approach is actually able to (partially) repair ta init . From the results, we observe that, in three cases out of four, the process can completely repair RE since SD becomes 0, meaning that we obtain exactly the oracle (therefore, also SC becomes 100%). For CF and CAS, it almost always reduces the syntactical distance SD, but it never finds the exact oracle. On the other hand, the semantic conformance SC is 100% in five cases. Note that SC can be 100% with SD different from 0 for two reasons: either the test data TD SC we are using for SC are not able to show the unconformity, or ta rep is indeed equivalent to the oracle, but with a different structure of the clock guards. RQ2: Which is the best test generation strategy? In Section 3.5, we proposed different test generation policies over EPZG. We here assess the influence of the generation policy on the final results. P ±1 , P minMax2 , and P minMax4 obtain the same best results for two benchmarks (RE and CAS), meaning that the most useful tests are those on the boundaries of the clock guards: those are indeed able to expose the failure if the fault is not too large. On the other hand, for CF, P ±1 performs slightly worse than the other two, meaning that also generating tests inside the intervals (as done by P minMax2 and P minMax4 ) can be beneficial for repair. P rnd is able to improve (but not totally repair) only CF; for the other two benchmarks, instead, it is not able to improve neither SD nor SC .
RQ3: How long does the approach take? The time taken by the process depends on the size of ta init and on the test generation policy. The most expensive phase is the generation of the constraints, as it requires to call IMITATOR for each test that must be accepted. As future work, we plan to optimize this phase by modifying IMITATOR to synthesize valuations guaranteeing the acceptance of multiple timed words in a single analysis. In the experiments, we use as oracle another TA that we can visit for acceptance; this visit is quite fast and so step does not take too much time. However, in the real setting, the oracle is the real system whose invocation time may be not negligible; in that case, the invocation of the oracle could become a bottleneck and we would need to limit the number of generated tests.
RQ4: Which is the process performance if pta does not include the oracle? Assumption 1 assumes that the user provides a PTA that contains the oracle. In Section 3.10, we discussed about the possible consequences when this assumption does not hold. We here evaluate whether the approach is still able to partially repair ta init using an oracle having a different structure. We took the TA shown in Fig. 5 as oracle of the running example, that is structurally different from ta init and pta shown in Fig. 1 (we name this experiment as RE do ); the semantic conformance SC of ta init w.r.t. the new oracle is shown at the last row of Table 3 8 . We performed the experiments with the new oracle using the greedy approach described in Assumption 1, and results are reported in Table 4 . We observe that policies P ±1 , P minMax2 , and P minMax4 , although they find some failing tests, they are not able to improve SC . This is partially due to the fact that SC is computed on some timed words TD SC that may be not enough to judge the improvement. On the other hand, as the three policies try to achieve a kind of coverage of pta (so implicitly assuming Assumption 1), it could be that they are not able to find interesting failing tests (i. e., they cannot be repaired); this seems to be confirmed by the fact that the random policy P rnd is instead able to partially repair the initial TA using only three tests, out of which one fails. We conclude that, if the assumption does not hold, trying to randomly select tests could be more efficient.
Related Work
Testing timed automata Works related to ours are approaches for test case generation for timed automata. In [ALN13; AHL14], a fault-based approach is proposed. The authors defined 8 mutation operators for TAs and a test generation technique based on bounded-model checking; tests are then used for model-based testing to check that System Under Test (SUT) is conformant with the specification. Our approach is different, as we aim at building a faithful representation of the SUT (i. e., the oracle). Their mutation operators could be used to repair our initial TA, as done in [AGR19] ; however, due to continuous nature of TAs, the possible mutants could be too many. For this reason, our approach symbolically represents all the possible variations of the clock guards (similar to "change guard" mutants in [ALN13] ). Other classical test generation approaches for timed automata are presented in [SVD01; Hes+08]; while they aim at coverage of a single TA, we aim at coverage of a family of TAs described by pta.
Learning timed systems In a different direction, learning timed systems has been studied in the past. Learning consists in retrieving an unknown language, with membership and equivalence queries made to a teacher. The (timed) language inclusion is undecidable for timed automata [AD94] , making learning impossible for this class. In [GJL10; Lin+14] , timed extensions of the L * algorithm [Ang87] were proposed for event-recording automata [AFH99] , a subclass of timed automata for which language equivalence can be decided. Learning is essentially different from our setting, as the system to be learned is usually a white-box system, in which the equivalence query can be decided. In our setting, the oracle does not necessarily know the structure of the unknown system, and simply answers membership queries. In addition, we address in our work the full class of timed automata, for which learning is not possible (a non-necessarily terminating procedure is given in [Wan+14] ).
Conclusion and perspectives
This paper proposes an approach for automatically repairing timed automata, notably in the case where clock guards shall be repaired. Our approach generates an abstraction of the initial TA in terms of a PTA, generates some tests, and then refines the abstraction by identifying only those TAs contained in the PTA that correctly evaluate all the tests.
As future work, we plan to adopt also other formalisms to build the abstraction where to look for the repaired timed automata; The CoPtA model [Lut+19] , for example, extends timed automata with feature models and allows to specify additional/alternative states and transitions. In addition, when the oracle acts as a white-box, i. e., when the oracle is able to test language equivalence, we could also make use of learning techniques for timed automata despite the undecidability of the language inclusion problem, using the often terminating procedure for language inclusion in [Wan+14] .
